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Chapter: 2 Inside a computer 

A. Choose the correct answer: 

1. Instructions given to the computer for working and storage is called ____________ 

a. Data     b. value    c. information 

2.  The word computer comes from a word____________________ 

a. central     b. calculate     c. compute 

3. The term used for buying goods through the internet without going out is called as _______ 

a. E-mail     b. E-shopping    c. searching 

4. Computer is a machine that works with one of these 

               a. Fuel     b. Human power   c. electricity 

5. RAM and ROM are types of ____________ memory 

a. Primary    b.  Secondary   c. storage 

 

    B. Fill in the blanks: 

1. CPU is also known as the ____________________________ of the computer. 

2. The memory unit is also known as___________________ 

3. Primary memory is of _______________ types 

4. _____________ is known as non-volatile memory 

5. The first software run by a PC when powered on is called _______________ 

6. DVD is example of ______________ memory 

    C. Give the full forms of the following terms 

1. MU:_____________________________________ 

2. BIOS:____________________________________ 

3. DVD:____________________________________ 

4. CD:_____________________________________ 

5. HDD:____________________________________ 



Chapter 3: Data Organization in Windows OS 

A. Fill in the blanks 

1. A folder is a collection of ___________________ 

2. The extension of mp4 video file is___________________ 

3. Windows 10 is launched by microsoft in__________ 

4. There can be more then __________________ drive in a computer system. 

5. The bridge between the user and the computer system is called as_______________ 

 B. Answer the foiloowing questions in one word 

1. A master computer that controls the functioning of all the parts of computer 

A.__________________________________    

2. The bridge between user the and computer 

A.__________________________________    

3. The loading of OS in the memory is termed as 

A.__________________________________    

4. The extension used for gif images is 

A.__________________________________    

5. The latest version of windows OS is 

A.__________________________________    

C.Identify the components and name them 

        

 

 

A._______________________________ A._________________________________________ 

  


